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Shadow in the Sandpit - a novel 
book #2 of the Bradley Whitman series 

When a murderer moves in the shadows, 

you must commit to the dark. 

A cryptic message attached to a dog's collar sends FBI 

analyst Bradley Whitman into the shadows of an abandoned 

sandpit to investigate the heinous murder                                     
of a homeless woman.  Who sent the message, and why 

would someone want her dead? 

As Bradley works with his longtome friend become boss, 

Supervisory Special Agent Derek Richards, the case tests 

Bradley's wheelchair-bound physical limits and challenges 

his notion that he can save the world. 

''Author Christine Noyes gave me modern Agatha Christie vibes 

with the intensity of the plot and the hard-to-guess mystery." 

- Rabia Tanveer
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For more information visit 

www.ChristineNoyesAuthor.com 







Book #3 of the 

Bradley Whitman Series 

MEET YOUR MAKER 

On the eve of his 30th birthday, 

wheelchair bound FBI analyst Bradley 

Whitman's life shatters. The limousine 

carrying his boss and six of his closest 

friends explodes on a Boston street. As his 

friends battle for their lives, Bradley 

battles to stay focused on capturing the 

perpetrator. But first he must identify 

which of the limousine passengers was 

the intended target. 

An ex-con with a gambling debt, old 

school revenge, and a Hollywood movie 

production provide motive for the 

escalating mayhem and murder that 

takes place in present day Boston. 







--++-- Meet Your Maker - Reviewed by Keith Mbuya

FIVE STAR REVIEW 

If you love a gripping mystery sleuth thriller then Meet Your Maker by Christine 

Noyes is just what you are looking for. Noyes hatches an intriguing plot, 

featuring an exciting cast. The spellbinding twists, suspense, and thrills kept 

me on edge. I loved how Noyes' vivid depictions captured the nuances and 

setting of the scenes. It only gets better with the robust touch of humor in the 

narration. Reading the book felt like I was right there in every scene beside the 

cast, listening to them throw refreshing jibes at each other, talking, quipping, 

and watching them make their every move. Agent Bradley Whitman an 

initelligent , selfless, caring, ambitious, type of character you can't help but like. 

This is a magnificent piece of work and I loved it. 

Meet Your Maker - Reviewed by K.C. Finn 

FIVE STAR REVIEW 

Christine Noyes does a superb job in offering a unique perspective on crime 

and action without compromising the excitement and suspense factors. 

Having the lead protagonist be wheelchair-bound is a bold move in a genre 

priding itself on characters at their physical peak. Noyes proves 

determination, resourcefulness, and sheer grit make a true hero. I especially 

enjoyed the psychological journey of the survivors of the initial car bombing. 

Never glossed over, highly emotional, and hugely relevant, I felt this was the 

driving force of the tale, as it should be. Overall, I would not hesitate to 

recommend Meet Your Maker for its sharp writing style, intelligent dialogue, 

and realistic, sensitive portrayal of humans pushed to their limits. 

It is indeed an excellent read. 



* Meet Your Maker - Reviewed by Trudi LoPreto 

FIVE STAR REVIEW 

If you are a fan of crime stories then Meet Your Maker is a must-read. 

The entire investigation is described in full, from the clues to the 

disappointments and the emotions of those involved. The ending brought 

tears to my eyes but put a smile on my face. Christine Noyes has given us 

Bradley Whitman together with an awesome cast of characters. I felt as though 

I was part of the case as each step was examined in great detail. The final 

pages which culminated in finding the killer were fascinating, and it was 

impossible to stop reading. Christine has combined crime, friendship, love, 

amazing FBI agents and so much more in this book. I am looking forward to 

reading more cases involving Bradley and his friends and co-workers. 

This is a crime genre winner. 
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